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Task force launched by EOSC Architecture WG 
EOSC lead Europe towards Open Science 
Software one of the pillars 
Essential to archive, preserve, and share 
Mandate: offer recommendations
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Chair: Roberto Di Cosmo, Software Heritage 
Co-Chair: José Benito Gonzalez Lopez, CERN/Zenodo
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Programs must be written for people to read, and only incidentally for machines to execute. 

                         Harold Abelson, Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs (1st ed.) 1985    

Software Source Code is special 
                                                                

Evolves over time: projects may last decades 

Development history key to its understanding 

Complex and sophisticated 

Millions of lines of code 

Large web of dependencies 

Sophisticated developer communities 

Research software is just a thin layer on top! 
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SIRS Focus: software source code 
         “Source code provides a view into the mind of the designer” Len Shustek, 2006

Ensuring an executable or full software system can be reliably run again is difficult

Focus: only software source code in the world of research

Source code is “human readable knowledge, and embodies precious technical and 
scientific information that cannot be extracted from the executables, and that can be 
understood even when the corresponding executable can no longer be run”

Handling software source code is a significant challenge by itself
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Four pillars: Archive, Reference, Describe, Credit
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FAIR Guiding Principles do not fit software source code well
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FAIR Guiding Principles do not fit software source code well

Focus on concrete issues to make software a first-class citizen:

Archive ensure software artifacts are not lost 

Reference ensure software artifacts can be precisely identified

Describe make it easy to discover / find software artifacts

Credit ensure proper credit is given to authors
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Software in EOSC: the SIRS report (dec. 2020)

https://doi.org/10.2777/28598
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Software in EOSC: the SIRS report (dec. 2020)

https://doi.org/10.2777/28598

Archives 
HAL 
Software Heritage 
Zenodo 

Publishers 
Dagstuhl 
eLife 
IPOL 

Aggregators 
OpenAIRE 
scanR 
swMATH
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Focus on Software Source Code

Four Pillars Archive, Reference, Describe, Credit

State of the Art 
Best Practices & Open Problems 
Cross Cutting Concerns 

The Road ahead 
Requirements & Criteria 
13 Workflows / Use Cases examples

Recommendations 
Standards & Tools 
Policy recommendations 
Long term perspectives
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State of the art
Best Practices & Open Problems Cross Cutting Concerns  

Metadata 
Standards 
Machine readable 
… 

Identifiers 
Intrinsic vs extrinsic 
Granularity 
… 

Quality & curation 
Deduplication 
Human curation 
… 

Metrics 
Citations vs other metrics 
… 

Guidelines
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The Road ahead

Possible workflowsArchitecture and requirements

Components need to implement ARDC 
Requirements per component
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Recommendations
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       => Fund development, coordination and training projects
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Recommendations

 Strengthen interactions between archives, publishers & 
aggregators

       => Fund development, coordination and training projects

 Metadata about software 

=> CC0, CodeMeta vocabulary, relevant to software, JATS, …

 Persistent Identifiers 

=> usual extrinsic ones and the SWHID intrinsic one

 Ensure appropriate credit 

=> reference tools, software citation, metrics,…

 Strengthen key infrastructures sustainability and governance 

=> criteria of excellence, openness, transparency, EOSC…
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The Recommendation
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“All research software should be made available 
under an Open Source license by default, and 
all deviations from this default practice should be 

properly motivated
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                                    Thank you 
…and special thanks to all participants in the TF: Jean-François Abramatic, Roberto Di Cosmo, Kay Graf, Miguel Colom, 
Paolo Manghi, Melissa Harrison, Yannick Barborini, Ville Tenhunen, Michael Wagner, Wofgang Dalitz, Jason Maassen, 
Carlos Martinez-Ortiz, Elisabetta Ronchieri, Sam Yates, Moritz Schubotz, Leonardo Candela, Martin Fenner, and Eric 
Jeangirard. 

jose.benito.gonzalez@cern.ch

mailto:roberto@dicosmo.org

